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Max Knagge to be new Chief Marketing
and Sales Officer at Green Cargo

Max has experience from several different industries, with the longest
experience in the aviation industry. For several years, Max has held various
roles within the SAS Group, most recently as CEO of SAS Cargo Group. Max
will assume his position at Green Cargo in March 2024.

“It feels very exciting and good that we have managed to recruit Max to
Green Cargo. He has great experience in driving successful change processes
and is a relationship-oriented and well-liked manager and leader”, says
Henrik Dahlin, CEO of Green Cargo.



Around the clock, our freight trains transport both raw materials and refined
products to industries in various parts of Scandinavia and to the continent. In
many cases, the end products also take the train to consumers in a
sustainable logistics system that lays the foundation for Sweden's prosperity
and consumption.

“I look forward very much to becoming a part of Green Cargo and getting to
know both colleagues and customers and partners. It will be incredibly
exciting to together further develop the collaboration and contribute to the
transition in the industry sector, says Max Knagge.”

Green Cargo is a sustainable logistics partner and a crucial part of Scandinavia's
trade and industry. 97 percent of our transports takes place using electric trains
with a very low climate impact. Every 24 hours, some 400 freight trains depart,
replacing around 9,000 truckloads on the road network. We serve close to 300
locations in Sweden, Norway and Denmark through our network, and with our
partners we reach all of Europe. Green Cargo is owned by the Swedish State. We
transport 21 million tonnes of freight, have 1,900 employees and annual sales of
about SEK 4,5 billion (2022).
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